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ABSTRACT: The underground space of densely populated cities contains parts of buildings, utility
installations, deep foundations, tunnels, and deep excavations. It is possible, and increasingly more probable, that new underground constructions will be built within close proximity of existing pile foundations.
This paper presents a framework for pile analysis to predict the consequences of new underground constructions on piles, specifically through the induced ground displacements. A numerical calculation for
mechanized tunnels, where the pressures during tail void grouting are calculated iteratively with the ground
displacements, is used to predict the settlements. The calculated ratio between the pile and the surface settlements was generally higher than 1 for a pile located above the tunnel, and smaller than 1 at a lateral distance
larger than one tunnel diameter. The results agree with the literature on pile tunnel interaction and offer a
rational framework to understand the different pile responses around a tunnel excavation.
1

INTRODUCTION

The underground space of densely populated cities contains parts of buildings, utility installations,
deep foundations, tunnels, and deep excavations.
It is possible, and increasingly more probable,
that new underground constructions will be built
within close proximity of existing pile foundations.
However, a great deal of uncertainty is still evident
in regulations for minimum tunnel clearance and
in the design of preventive measures against the
effects of pile tunnel interaction. To face this problem, an extensive literature review was conducted
by Dias & Bezuijen (2014a, 2015), and their main
conclusions are detailed hereafter.
The case studies revealed that most structures
were not affected by a tunnel construction, but
under certain conditions, preventive and active
interventions were necessary. Overall, two mechanisms were described for the tunnel effects on piles:
1. The tunnel degrades the pile toe capacity, which
requires a mobilization of shaft friction with
limited settlements, and once the shaft is fully
mobilized, higher settlements are necessary to
recompress and mobilize the toe.
2. The toe capacity is not degraded and the relative pile-soil settlements induce negative friction
on the pile shaft, which increases the toe load.
Several studies reported that the ratio between
pile and ground-surface settlements depended on

the pile position in relation to the tunnel; however,
it is still debatable whether and how greenfield
displacements are related to displacements in the
presence of piles.
The quantitative data revealed that, in terms of
pile settlements, most piles did not reach failure, as
defined by the limit of 10% the pile diameter. For
piles located more than two tunnel diameters to the
Aside of the tunnel alignment, the pile settlements
were generally smaller than 1% of their diameter
and 50% of the equivalent surface settlements.
When considering the axial force in piles, it was
established that the tunnel excavation induced compressive forces in non-loaded piles that increased
to the tunnel depth and decreased at deeper levels.
For loaded piles the results indicated a reduction
of axial force when the piles were located directly
above the tunnel, and an increase in piles to the
side of the tunnel alignment. The increments of
axial force and the pile settlements were inversely
proportional to this lateral distance.
In terms of cause and effects, most studies relate
this interaction to the fact that the construction
of a tunnel results in ground movements, and that
these ground movements can influence how a pile
transfers its load to the ground. Another important point is that these passive displacements can
increase the mobilization of the shaft friction, and
if the ultimate shaft capacity is reached, significant
settlements occur to remobilize the reaction of the
pile toe. These factors suggest that if a method is
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to be devised to estimate the consequences of pile
tunnel interaction, it should be able to (Dias 2017):
1. Consider the effects of passive ground settlements in the load distribution along the pile.
2. The possibility and consequences of full shaft
mobilization.
Past studies, focused on a simple version of the
first requirement, have been able to reproduce the
trends of pile/surface settlement ratios and increments of axial stress from experiments (Dias &
Bezuijen 2014b). Just recently, a framework has
been proposed, based on a modified version of
the load transfer method, that fulfils these requirements and that can be implemented in a spreadsheet with subroutines programmed in Visual Basic
for Applications (VBA) (Dias & Bezuijen, in prep.).
This paper explores how this method can be
used to quantitatively predict the consequences of
pile tunnel interaction. The method can be validated against the general trends identified in the
literature, shedding light into the mechanisms of
pile tunnel interaction.
2

MODIFIED LOAD TRANSFER METHOD

The load-transfer method, first proposed by Coyle
& Reese (1966), calculates the load and settlement
profiles along the pile through mobilization functions for the pile toe and at several points along the
shaft. By imposing a toe displacement, vertical equilibrium of the pile segments can be iteratively calculated upwards until the pile head. The capacities
of both the toe and the shaft have to be described
as functions of the local pile settlement and can be
bound by the pile capacity (Poulos & Davis 1980).
Heterogeneous ground profiles can be directly modelled by assigning different functions along the pile.
These mobilization functions have, for the most
part, only been calibrated for pile loading. However, there are important mechanisms taking place
through the unloading stage. Irreversible deformations and residual loads are important examples
related to the plasticity of the pile-soil interface
and the rebound of the pile toe. Moreover, by
ignoring the unloading path the models predispose
the range of possible solutions for equilibrium.
Therefore, two modifications are added to the general load transfer method:

successfully applied to the analysis of bored and
driven piles (Viana da Fonseca et al. 2007, Massad
2014). The second point has been proposed for the
analysis of piles in interaction with deep excavations (Korff 2012).
The variable of relative pile-soil settlement (∆δ)
is defined as the difference between the pile settlement (δp) and the soil settlement (δs) at any point
along the pile, and all settlements are assumed positive downwards. So a negative ∆δ means that the
soil settles more than the pile in that point, developing a downward shear stress at the interface,
also known as negative friction. At the pile toe,
∆δ < 0 indicates that there are no reaction forces
from the toe, as the soil is not in contact with it.
On the other hand, a positive ∆δ is associated with
upward shear, also called positive shaft friction,
and an upward toe reaction. The displacements
are always measured from the reference position
of each point, calculated considering the pile head
at the ground surface and uniform segments along
the unstrained pile body.
A tri-linear mobilization model is assumed for
the shaft friction (Fig. 1). The interface shear stress
can be mobilized both upwards and downwards,
and it was assumed that in both directions the
same absolute value is achieved at full mobilization
(τmax). Once full mobilization is reached the model
is perfectly plastic, in the sense that the displacements can continue to develop without changes
in the mobilized shear stress. The model defines a
transition level of mobilization (τep) from the elastic (S1) to the elastoplastic (S2) slopes, which are
defined directly through the ratios of shear mobilization to relative displacement (τ/∆δ). If unloading occurs after the transition level, it develops
through a distinct unloading slope (S3), until the
transition level in the opposite direction.
A power function model was proposed for the pile
toe, where mobilization only occurs for positive relative displacements (Fig. 2). For the loading branch
an exponential normalized function is defined, start-

1. Include a distinct unloading path in the load
transfer functions, for both the shaft and the toe.
2. Change the variable of pile settlement for a relative pile-soil settlement, enabling the framework
to consider the effects of passive displacements.
The first point was adapted from the mathematical model of Massad (1995), which has been

Figure 1.
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Tri-linear shaft mobilization model.

Figure 2.

Toe mobilization model.

ing at the origin (∆δ = 0, qb = 0) and reaching full
mobilization (qb max) at a certain relative displacement, defined as ∆δT. The unloading branch has to
be defined in a way that does not violate the restrictions of the domain, that is to say that it shouldn’t
calculate toe mobilization for ∆δ < 0. Considering
this limitation and the large range of displacements
for toe mobilization, a rebound factor (Rb) is used
to define the range of unloading. Based on these
functions, any new state of equilibrium can be determined through a root search process for the relative
displacement at the pile toe that satisfies equilibrium
and the load boundary conditions.
3

stresses (Figure 3) shows how the effects of the passive displacements can be calculated without violating the boundary conditions of the problem (fixed
head load) or the vertical equilibrium (σn = 0). The
increment of axial stress forms a sort of parabola
with the vertex around half of the pile depth.
This can be understood through the profiles of
settlements and shear mobilization, presented in
Figure 4. Before the passive displacements (PD),
the pile settlements were almost uniform with
depth. In relation to null ground displacements,
this caused an almost uniform shear mobilization
with depth. The imposition of the PD causes an
additional 5 mm of settlement to the pile head. In
relation to the linear profile of the PD, the pile settles the same as the ground at the surface, but the
difference increases with depth.
The new profile of shear mobilization is in direct
relation to that difference, setting zero mobilization
at the surface and practically full mobilization at
the pile toe. When compared to the original profile
of shear mobilization, this represents unloading in
the top part of the pile and loading in the bottom

PILE EQUILIBRIUM UNDER PASSIVE
DISPLACEMENTS

In the framework of the modified load-transfer
method, passive soil displacements act with the
pile settlements to define the relative displacements. Their balance sets the mobilization of the
shaft and toe forces for equilibrium. At a certain
depth, if the soil settlements are higher than the
pile settlement, negative friction develops, increasing the axial force on the pile. If the soil settlements
are smaller than the pile settlement, positive friction develops, reducing the axial force. The pile
response due to Passive Displacements (PD) will
always depend on the initial mobilization of the
pile capacity and the associated settlements.
As an example, consider a 20 m long, 1 m in
diameter, weightless pile supported only by friction.
The maximum shaft capacity of 1 MN is obtained
with a constant shear resistance along depth, and a
perfectly plastic mobilization model (S1 = S3 = 0.1;
S2 = 0; τep = 1). With a pile modulus of 10 GPa,
the settlement at the pile head is 5 mm for a load
of 500 kN (WL/UBC = 50%). From this loading
state, a linear profile of passive displacements, with
10 mm settlement at the pile head to 0 at the pile
toe, can be imposed to the pile. The profile of axial

Figure 3. Example of friction pile in equilibrium under
passive displacements: profiles of axial stress.

Figure 4. Example of friction pile in equilibrium under
passive displacements: displacements (a) and shear mobilization (b).
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part. This causes the axial stresses to increase until
half of the pile depth, and decrease from there on,
leading to a parabola of axial stress increments.
This example demonstrates how a simple case
of a pile under passive displacements requires the
simultaneous consideration of several variables. It
also shows that the mobilization models have to
be able to account for both loading and unloading to find the new state of equilibrium. The proposed framework can bring all these elements into
the analysis and compute the consequences of any
profile of passive displacements. Other basic examples of how the pile reacts to arbitrary profiles of
passive displacements can be found in examples
detailed in Dias & Bezuijen (2017a).
4

Table 1.

Constitutive parameters for the ground.

Parameters

Loose

Medium

γunsat (kN/m³)
γsat (kN/m³)
φ (º)
ψ (º)
Rf
E50ref (MPa)
Eoedref (MPa)
Eurref (MPa)
m

15.8
19.3
31
0.5
0.975
12
12
36
0.6375

17.0
19.8
34
4.0
0.937
30
30
90
0.5437

PASSIVE DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO
MECHANIZED TUNNELLING

The method from the previous section can also be
used with the settlements induced by a tunnel excavation. Mechanized tunnels are constantly used
in urban spaces, and have become a viable option
for projects with strict limits of disturbance, where
underground solutions were deemed unsuitable in
the past. So it is fair to assume that a great deal
of pile tunnel interaction cases will happen around
tunnel excavated with TBMs.
The ground settlements around an excavation are
normally predicted through the numerical solution
of equilibrium equations based on the boundary
conditions at the excavation perimeter. It is quite
difficult to determine this boundary conditions precisely for conventional tunnels. However, a TBM
offers a more direct control over the pressures acting on the excavation. A paste of ground mixed
with additives is kept under pressure in front of the
TBM, while pressurized grout is injected around the
lining from the back. These processes can be actively
controlled through the operation of mechanical and
hydraulic systems composing the machine.
The methodology proposed by Dias & Bezuijen
(2017b) can be used to predict these boundary
conditions when grout is injected in the tail void.
To calculate the distribution of grout pressures
during injection, a model for the grout flow is proposed where the dissipation is related to the gap
between the ground and the lining. Based on the
geometrical gap, a spreadsheet is used to calculate
the grout pressures and generate a finite element
code (Plaxis, 2016), where these pressures are used
as boundary conditions. The calculated displacements are then imported back to the spreadsheet,
where the results of the two models can interact
until numerical equilibrium is achieved.
This methodology is used to calculate the settlements around a tunnel with a diameter of 10 m,

Figure 5.

Surface settlements.

centred at a depth of 30 m. Two layers of sand
were considered. The first layer was 30 m thick
and represented loose sand at a relative density of
20%. The second layer, extended for the rest of the
model, represented a sand at 50% relative density.
Their constitutive parameter for the HardeningSoil model, were estimated from the empirical correlations proposed by Brinkgreve et al. (2010), and
the values are presented in Table 1. The water level
was at the surface.
An initial soil-lining gap of 15 cm was considered, and the grout was simulated with a yield stress
of 0.5 kPa and a volumetric weight of 20 kN/m³.
Two injection pressures were considered: 374 and
343 kPa, both set at the tunnel roof, which caused
a contraction at the tunnel boundary of 0.5 and
1.0%, respectively. The resultant surface settlement
troughs can be seen in Figure 5.
5

PILE TUNNEL INTERACTION

Combining the methodology from Section 2 with
the displacement field calculated in the example
from Section 4, it is possible to analyse the response
of a single pile to the tunnel excavation. A 22.5 m
long pile will be tested at three different positions,
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right above the tunnel (A), 7.5 m (B) and 15 m (C)
to the side of the tunnel alignment. These relative
positions can be visualized in a 2D diagram (Fig. 6)
where the tunnel centre is the origin of both axes,
where distances are normalized by the tunnel diameter. This neutralizes the tunnel depth on behalf of
its relative distance to the pile toe. Figure 7 presents
the tunnelling induced settlement along the pile for
the different relative positions and magnitudes of
tunnel volume loss.
On top of the tunnel (A), the settlements are
almost constant along the first meters, and then
increases more intensely closer to the tunnel. The
ratio between the settlements at the pile toe and
head was 1.50 and 1.42 for the contractions of 0.5
and 1.0%, respectively. At 7.5 m to the side of the
tunnel (B), the settlements were practically constant through the first 15 m, with a slight increase.
From there on, the settlements decreased. The
ratios of settlement (toe/head) were 0.78 for 0.5%
volume loss, and 0.84 for 1.0%. The ratios of settlement were 0.32 for both levels of contraction.
15 m by the side of the tunnel (C), the settlements
were constant through the first 8 m, but decreased
from there on.

Figure 6.

Relative pile tunnel positions.

Figure 7.

Tunneling induced settlements along the pile.

Two piles were considered to simulate their
reaction to tunneling induced displacements. Both
piles were 22.5 m long, and 1 m in diameter, with
a material characterized by a Young’s modulus
of 10 GPa and a volumetric weight of 25 kN/m3,
which resulted in a total weight of 442 kN. The
maximum shaft friction of both piles was considered to increase linearly with depth, while the
mobilization slopes remained constant through the
entire pile: S1 = S3 = 0.3, S2 = 0, τep = 1. The total
compressive capacity of the piles was 1.5 MN, supported in two ways: solely by the shaft (T0), and
50% to the shaft and 50% to the toe (T50). When
the toe reaction was considered, full mobilization
was set at 10% the pile diameter (∆σT = 100 mm),
the mobilization exponent was 0.3 and the
rebound factor was 0.1. The passive displacements
were imposed from a loading of 50% the ultimate
bearing capacity, representing a factor of safety of
2. The stresses and displacement in the pile at this
initial state are presented in Figure 8.
The settlements at the pile head were 4.3 mm for
the friction pile, and 5.7 mm when the toe reaction
was considered. At this loading state, about 47%
of the load is carried by the toe, which is equivalent to 450 kPa. In the following discussions, the
settlement induced by loading is already subtracted to isolate the response due to the passive
displacements.
The first pile (T0) is supported solely by friction
and it rests above the tunnel level. The resultant settlements at the pile head are presented in Figure 9
with the values normalized by the surface settlement at each pile position. The results show that at
the same position, the pile settlements can change
significantly depending on the ground displacements. For all tests, the pile settlement decreases
with an increase in the lateral distance between the
pile and the tunnel (Ld), but increases with the tunnel volume loss. The ratios between the pile and

Figure 8. Piles at WL = 0.5 UBC, axial stresses and displacements with depth.
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the surface settlements also decrease with Ld, and
increase with VL. However, the variation range is
much smaller than for the absolute pile settlement.
Even for the analytical model, where the ground
displacements were linearly related to VL, the relation between the pile and the surface settlements
was not constant. At Ld/Dt of 1.5 the pile settlements were smaller than the surface settlement.
The second point of analysis are the changes in
the shear mobilization with depth (Fig. 10). As a
reminder, negative shear is the consequence of a
pile settling more than the ground and is directed
upwards in the pile, reducing the axial stress. On
the other hand, positive shear happens when the
ground settles more than the pile, acts downwards
in the pile body and is also called negative friction.
Directly above the tunnel (A), the passive displacements caused the negative shear to increase,
reaching full mobilization from the pile head until
about 17 m, for both levels of contraction. This is
directly connected to the fact that the pile head settled more than the ground at the surface, as shown
in Figure 9. As the load boundary conditions are
kept constant, an increase in the upwards shear at

Figure 9. Pile T0 – Resultant pile settlements and their
ratio to the surface settlements at the pile position.

Figure 10. Pile T0 – Shear mobilization due to the tunneling induced displacements.

the top must be compensated by a decrease in the
bottom part of the pile. This was also captured by
the model, as the shear mobilization turned downwards, almost reaching full positive mobilization
for VL = 1%. This shows that the ground settlements close to the pile toe were larger than the
pile settlements, which is a reasonable conclusion
considering that the ratio of ground settlements
between the surface and the level of the pile toe
was around 1.5 (Fig. 7), while the ratio between the
pile and the surface settlements was always smaller
than 1.5. The differences between the two levels of
contraction were very small because their settlement profiles were very similar in shape (derivative
with depth), and just differed in magnitude. As the
shaft mobilization is linear, this leads to different
magnitudes of pile settlement to achieve the same
relative displacement, which leads to similar profiles of shear mobilization.
At Ld/Dt = 0.75 (B), the settlements changed
slightly from the head to the toe and caused the pile
to settle similarly to the ground at the surface (δp/δs ≈
1), which can be seen by the minimal changes in shear
mobilization close to the pile head. From the initial
state of mobilization, negative shear increased close
to the pile head, decreased between the depths of 5
and 20 m, followed by a sharp increase as the ground
settlements diminished close to the tunnel depth. The
shaft friction was fully mobilized close to the pile toe,
and never turned downwards. As most of the shaft
didn’t reach full mobilization and the shaft mobilization is linear, the profile of shear mobilization is
a scaled version of the profile of settlements from
Figure 7. At 15 m by the side of the tunnel centerline
(C), the pile settled less than the ground at the surface
(δp/δs < 1), which led to a reversal of the shear direction from the pile head to about 10 m deep. This was
compensated by an increase in negative mobilization
from a depth of 15 m until the pile toe, as the ground
settlements got smaller with depth.
These changes in the shear mobilization along
the pile body resulted in increments of axial stress
in the pile section, as can be seen in Figure 11.
Referring to the previous discussion, whenever the
shear increased upwards (negative values, left of
initial line), the axial stress in the pile was reduced.
On the other hand, when the shear decreased or
turned downwards (right of initial line), it caused
an increase in the axial stress. Here, the mobilization levels are combined with the magnitude of the
maximum shear resistance at each point.
All profiles converge at the pile head, due the
constant load boundary condition, and at the pile
toe to guarantee equilibrium. Overall, the average axial stress in the pile decreased when the pile
was just above the tunnel, but increased when
the pile was to the side of the tunnel alignment.
The maximum increments were located at a depth
of 18 m for the positions A and B, but at 14 m for
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Figure 11. Pile T0 – Increments of axial stress in the
pile due to the tunneling induced displacements.

position C. For this analysis, the levels of volume
loss influenced mostly the magnitude of the increment, without much effect in the shape of the curves.
The second pile (T50) is supported by both
the toe and the shaft, and both elements have the
same magnitude when fully mobilized. The resultant settlements at the pile head are presented in
Figure 12. The pile settlements were generally
higher than in the previous pile, but that was also
the case without passive displacements. As the
shaft capacity was smaller, higher settlements were
required to mobilize the pile toe.
Nevertheless, the general trend persisted, the
settlements were inversely proportional to Ld, but
directly proportional to VL. As a consequence of
the larger pile settlements, the ratio between the
pile and the surface settlements was also higher,
particularly above the tunnel.
The changes in the shear mobilization with depth
are presented in Figure 13. The first point to be noted
is that the initial profile presents full mobilization
along the top 7 m of the pile. Until the pile toe, the
higher settlements required to mobilize the toe reaction induced a higher shear mobilization than on the
previous pile (note that the horizontal scale of the
graphs is different). From this loading state, whenever the pile settled more than the ground around the
region of full mobilization, the forces didn’t change,
as the interface couldn’t reach a higher shear force.
However, any variation of the shear mobilization
does not necessarily have to be balanced out by opposite changes in another part of the shaft, as now it is
possible to transfer part of the load to the pile toe.
The high relative pile settlements on top of the
tunnel (A) led to practically full shaft mobilization
along the whole pile. Only very close to the pile
toe, where the ground settlements increased significantly (Fig. 7), did the shear mobilization decrease.
At position B the shear mobilization decreased
through most of the pile. Only below the depth of
20 m there was an increase in mobilization as the
ground settlements diminished close to the tunnel.

Figure 12. Pile T50 – Resultant pile settlements and
their ratio to the surface settlements at the pile position.

Figure 13. Pile T50 – Shear mobilization due to the
tunneling induced displacements.

Finally, at position C, where the pile head settled less than the ground at the surface, the ground
displacements caused a decrease in the negative
shear mobilization from the top of the pile until
about 15 m deep. At 1.0% contraction, there was
a reversal in the shear direction (from upwards to
downwards), along the top 10 m of the pile. Again,
the sharp decrease in the ground settlements close
to the tunnel depth caused an increase in the negative shear mobilization close to the pile toe.
The increments of axial stress in the pile, as a consequence of the changes in the shear mobilization,
are presented in Figure 14. The general trend was
the same, the average axial stress decreased when the
pile was just above the tunnel, but increased when
the pile was to the side of the tunnel alignment. To
the side of the tunnel, this increase is partially balanced close to the pile toe, as the ground settlements
significantly reduce, increasing the shaft mobilization. The axial load surplus at the end of the shaft
is counteracted by the pile toe. The depths where the
increments of axial stress were at their maximum
were quite similar to the first pile, as they derive
from the curvature of the passive displacements, as
long as the shear in the region is not fully mobilized.
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Figure 14. Pile T50 – Increments of axial stress in the
pile due to the tunneling induced displacements.
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CONCLUSION

This paper presented how a modified version of
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than one tunnel diameter. In terms of the axial
forces, the results agree with the literature, where
loaded piles experience a reduction of axial force
when located directly above the tunnel, and an
increase when to the side of the tunnel alignment.
Therefore, the methodology of this paper offers a
rational framework to understand the different pile
responses around a tunnel excavation.
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